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Eastern welcomes two new deans
The College of Education. His wide variety
of past experiences makes him an excellent new
R,r,om.r
addition to this campus . The vacant College
of Business position will soon be filled by a
The position of dean might be the job person not yet designated, but for now the
most underrated by students. Many students search continues to find more applicants. If
have little contact with these administrators
Eastern is lucky, someone will
who influence their schooling so heavily. Mos;
be hired to represent minoriof the teachers and curriculum through which
ties among the racially narstudents learn were hired or approved by the
row list of Deans.
deans of those departments. E WU
Holding degrees in Phihas recently acquired two new deans
losophy and English, fields
who have many new ideas on how
which typically make employthe uni,·ersity might be imment difficult, Castilleemproved. The national repuphasizes that there are
ration of Eastern as a
no bad fields for a depublic school, which
gree, as he has never
can provide an educabeen out of work a
tion comparable to
dayinhislife. Hailing
many private univers1from Louisiana, he
ties, has aided in attracting
hopes to help carryout
these highly qualified individuEWU
President
,11s.
Stephen Jordan's misThe new Dean of the Colsion to make Eastern
lege of Arcs and Letters. Dr. Phil
as "student-centered as
Castille, has been hired to fill
possible" Castille realizes
the position due to the splitthat "It may be impossible to
ting of the previous College of A Dr. Phil Castille
separate our lives from our caLanguage Arts and Social Sciences. This status
reers." Thus, he expects students to not
makes Castille the founding Dean for this par- only be prepared for careers m their chosen field,
ticular college, so his enthusiasm is well de- but also gain the intellectual power and artists'
served. Dr. Erickson has been chosen to fill vision to make these careers meaningful.

YunLudwtg

EWU to house Eastern
Washington archives
Paul Moberly
Rcpo,ur

Eastern's regional archive should soon
receive a transplant to a new facility, and
it's about time. For over twenty years, the
region's records have been kept in an inadequate sett in g. The proposed building
would bring a much-needed upgrade to the
archive facility.
The proposed two-story building covers almost 47,000 square feet and has a price
rag of $14.3 million. The lofty bill is nor
due to building costs, but state of the arr
electronic and dignal records systems-sorely needed in this era of modern living.
The proposed building site is the empty
field between the Red Barn and the tennis
courts. Pending legislative approval, construction could rake place tentatively
around July 2001, and be completed in
about 18 months.
The current facility is unsuitable for the
archive's needs. Uncontrolled environmental factors, such as dust and humidity, combined with the limited space have troubled
the local facility since its creation in 1978.
In addition, the offices are a quarter mile
from the actual records, making it inefficient and costly. It was not until the mid1980's that governmental research uncovered the need for new regional archives

across the state.
Eastern's project was behind Western
and Central Washington University's upgrades. Two years ago the archives proposed
a format similar to the other state colleges.
Governor Locke, however, wanted a larger
facility with more technological resources
for Eastern Washington.
The regional archives are a division of
the Secretary of State's office and aid in the
regulation and storage of public records,
storing everything from historical documents to court and financial papers. Dr. Richard Hobbes, the research and development
coordinator for the archives is excited about
the new facility.
"The regional archive's job is basically to
protect and preserve." Hobbes said. This new
facility will do that and much more.
With irs new leading edge technologies, the
Eastern Regional Archive will be a model for
other such facilities. It will also be a unique
opportunity for Eastern students to learn
about new digital record technology and will
be a great asset for research.
"Ir will be a magnet for technological development in the Spokane area." Hobbes said.
Dr. Hobbes is optimistic about the proposal passing. "We've got a lot of support
from EWU, local officials, and Spokane businesses."
The current facilities are located in JFK 27.

Castille was pleased to find out that l woof
the three centers of excellence named by Jordan
recently are under the supervision of this dean's
position. This means that additional money
will be coming to these departments. Castille
hopes to use some of this money to more widely
advertise available positions in
those two fields to attract a wider
diversity of faculty. He believes
diversity to be import.mt, and
wants these centers of excellence to be figureheads in
that capacity.
Dr. Fritz Erickson
was drawn here from
Michigan Tech, which is
primarily a research facility.
Having only been there a
short time, Erickson wanted
to have a stronger hand in
the actual training of teachers.
''This is where we train
teachers, at a university like
Eastern," Erickson remarked with a smile.
The areJ also brought

equally as committed to increasing diversity. However, he also wishes to try to involve the larger community in choosing
those who work here. Putting more people
outside the university on sea rch committees is the first set Eric ks on wants to rake.
This commitme nt to diversity is
not currently reflected in the
ethnicity of the deans. Dean
Frumkin is the ch airman for the
search committee looking for a
new Dean of Business. The
search process is fairly blind to
all matters of religion, sex, and
ethnicity, which may or may not
be a good idea. The rime might
have come for a Dean who
is more sensitive to the
needs of the increasing numbers of
minorities of
campus. This
push for more
diversity has
been reasonably
successful within
the student body

Erickson to Washington. A Dr. Fritz Erickson
and
faculty.
The campus is beautiful,
Hopefully the search will
and "people are always smiling," Erickson's yield a qualified Dean who will bring di verten-year-old daughter noted. Citing diver- siry to the highest levels of this insritusity as a great resource, Erickson seems tion.
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Candidates face off in heated debate
Rcpcm,r

. The presidential candidates began their first
in a series of three debates last Tuesday night
and, contrary to popular
belief,_ it was actually
rather interesting.
The issues that each
brought up over the 90minute debate covered a
wide spectrum . Both
candida tes' plans centered around Social Security reform, how to
use the budget surplus,
the procurement of prescription drugs and
plans for seniors, the oil and energy crisis, the
Eastern Washington dams, partial birth abort10ns and the abortion pill, Slobodan

Milosovich 's refusal to
leave the seat of power in
Yugoslavia, the military,
public schools, the McCain
campaign finance reform
plan, and a few other less
controversial topics.
The most controversial
of the issues, partial birth
abortions, the abortion
pill, and abortion in general, heated the lukewarm
debate up a bit.
As a pro-life candidate,
Bush stated that if he were
elected president he would
have the abortion pill reevaluated for safety and he
would work towards a ban
on partial birth abortions. In addition, Bush
felt that America needs to educate it's young
ones better in order to drastically cut down on
the abortions in general. He would also work

to make parental notification universal and
the Supreme Court justices he'll appoint, if
elected, will be pro-life.
While the pro-choice
Gore would also work
towards a ban on partial birth abortions, he
vehemently defended
the abortion pill, citing
the FDA's 12 years of
testing that proved it
safe and viable. Also on
the issue of partial
birth abortions, he felt
that extenuating cir-

cumstances should all ow them to occur, ..a. Albert Gore
such as if having the
baby would kill the woman. He did, however,
state that he trusts women to make the right
choice.

The debate began at 6:00
p.m., and the needling, openly
hostile part of the debate began ten minutes afterward,
when both candidates began
taking pot shots at the others'
plans for the country. Gore attacked George W. Bush's plans
for the surplus, which he contended would mostly benefit
the top I% of the country, while
Bush attacked Gore's "fuzzy
math." Soon after that Bush
also brought up Gore's foolish
statement that he invented the
internet, which was inevitable.
In this particular debate, the
audience was not allowed to
participate and neither campaign knew the questions that
were to be asked beforehand. An estimated 97
million Americans were expected to tune into
the debate on Tuesday night.

In recent tests, 4 out of 5
college students preferred free stuff.
(The rest didn't understand the question.}
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U of I "shoots" for racial diversity
U-WIRE
MO COW, Idaho - University of Idaho administrators removed an image from the ma.in UI
Web site Thunday, 10 minutes after the Argonaut
made inqu.i,ies about its authenticity.
The graphic stemmed from a nine-student photograph, originally taken in 1997. An Information
and Tech.nology Services graphic artist altered the picture by replacing two students' heads with the heads
of a black male and an Asian male.
Graphic artist David Embleton said he made the
image because he could not find a picture in the UI
photo archives that had students of different races
together.
"It is important that we show the diversity in the
Uni,·ersity of!daho," Embleton said.
UI President Robert Hoover said superimposing
the faces of minority students over the faces of the
original students was an exercise in poor judgement,
plain and simple.
"I understand it was done in the interest of reflecting our commitment to diversity at the University of
Idal10, however, it will never happen again," Hoover
said.
Mark Wilcomb, the UI Web services manager,
said he could not identify all the students in either
image. He said the black male was taken from UI
promotional commercials.
The images on the Web site are not approved or
checked by anyone outside his office before they are
published, Wilcomb said. Before seeing the image,
Hal God"·in, ,ice president for student affairs, said he
knew of no UI pictures that had ever been docrored
to include minority students.
After seeing the images, Godwin said he was very
surprised.
"To my knowledge, it is not the policy of the
.mi,·ersity to change images in this way," Godwin
said.
Godwin said it was a blunder that would be re1ersed quickly. IT'S replaced the image, which had
:,een posted on the university's external Website for
several weeks, with a pictureoftheK.ibbie Dome.
Raul Sanchez, the executive assistant to the president on diversity and human rights at UI, said he
questioned the picture the first time he saw it a few

weeks ago. He said he thought the resolution on the
Asian male's face looked inconsistent with the rest of
the image.
He said he asked Wilcomb, Embleron's boss, if
the Asian male was an electronically altered image, and
to his knowledge it was not.
Embleton said he did not see a reason to inform
his superiors of the changes he made in the photos
three to four weeks ago.
He called it a "photo collage" and
said he changed the entire bodies of
the students in the image.
The graphic artist appeared to have
changed just the heads on the bodies,
said Al Wildey, a UI assistam pmfessor
of communications who teaches photography, digital imaging and Web

after asimilar incident at the University of W1SConsina1.
Madison.
At UW, a picture of a crowd of white students at a
football game was altered when the admissions office
inserted the head of a blacksrudent into the crowd. Offi.
cialsattheschoolsaidmeydecidedtoaltertheimagewhen
they could not find a picture that showeddiversiryarthe
uni,=ity

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CHENEY SPINAL CARE
1853 15T Street
(across from Excell Foods)

235-2122

cornrrnmication.

"The African American male defirutely looks like he has the same Caucasian neck," Wildey said. "It looks like
the neck was darkened and the head
was changed."
He said the Asian male does not
look ,ight because of the size of the
altered image's head and the
lighting on the face compared
to the others in the in1age.
Wtldeysaidthe image is not
clearly a collage or a photo illusu.1tion because it is not labeled
as such and is presented to look
like a real group of Ulstudents.
"There's not much difference berween saying it's a real
photoandnotsayinganything
at all," Wildey said. '1 am very
disturbed by this."
Wildey said to a degree,
cropping, lightening and darkening images are all accepted
practices within photography
and photojournalism. However, there is a threshold of acceptable straight photography
that should not be crossed
beyond that, he said.
John Evey, a senior study-

Buy One Bacon Burger and Get
One Free
Limit 1 Free
Limit one coupon per customer per order.
911 1• Stree~ Cheney
Coupon expires. I Oil 9/00

~

ing in production and operations management, is the
studentwhaseheadwasreplacedbyablackmale.
'1t doesn't offend me, but it is inconsiderate that they
didn't ask me first," he said. '1tisprobablynotthemost
ethical thing to do; it seems like mey're kind ~£faking it.:
Evey said it was not a big deal, but he said he didn t
thinkirwasthesmartestmove.
'1tdoesn'tshow verygoodprofessionalism," he said.
ills Website image alteration comes justovera week

------------
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Parking problem? What parking problem? E'itsterner
Ray Moro

w·

r-

you have a permit, iflots 13 and 16 are
full, you can look forward to a long

Reporter

In class the other day, we were asked
address EWU's parking problem.
. "What parking problem?" was my
mstant reaction. I certainly hadn't
noticed any problems. But then, I had
never driven to school. I commute to
Eastern from Spokane, 6 days a week,
and save at least $700 a term [and that
is just on gas!] by riding the bus. So
why should I care about parking?
Well, it so happened that a fateful
mo rning last week, I overslept. Not
wanting to miss my captivating 11 :00
a. m. technical communications class
I jumped in my car and sped down r'.
90. I got to school in plenty of time to discover there was nowhere to park.
Too cheap to buy a permit and having
spent all of my quarters doing laundry
the night before, I drove around fo r fifteen minutes looking for street parking. Of course there wasn't any. Even
the usually-free fire hydrant spots were
full . Finally, I resigned myself to parking in P12. In case you've never been
there, Pl2 is a huge slab of asphalt
above the stadium. It features plenty
of spaces, it is free, and, best of all, it is
seven miles from the nearest building.
By that time, it was already 10:57 and
I had to run, with my backpack on, to
class. How humiliating.
Fall 2000 marked the beginning of
a pilot program for permit over-selling.
That means Parking Services decided
to start selling more permits than there
are spaces in hopes that everyone who
has a permit won't need lO park all at
once. An announcement Parking Services issued this fall states, "[ w ]e will
sell as many permits for residence hall
parking areas as requested." So even if
lO

)

wal~t~~~:::.~~ think about this
p o licy? More than a few said, "it
sucks." Others agree that the addition
of parking near Morrison Hall was a
good move, but that EWU needs to go
further to provide more parking for
students.
Tim Mills, a junior in MIS, suggested that the school "get more spots
aro un d Cheney." He agreed with
nearly everyone else I spoke to when
he said, "ove rselling just makes the
problem wo rse."
Many srudents said the school needs
more permit parking and asked me to
find out what Parking Services was going to do about the problem. According lO Dawn McClenahan from the
Parking Office, there is a long-range plan
for more parking tied in with the construction of a new dorm. The school is
also talking to the city of Cheney about
adding more street parking.
McClenahan didn't know off-hand
how much a new lot would cost, but
she told me that five years ago it was
about $275,000 to pave P17; that is
roughly $35 per student - or about
426,266 Hostess Snack Cakes, if you
prefer.
In case you don't know, Parking
Services complies with the state of
Washington's mandate that university
parking be entirely self-supporting. I
failed lO find out what their budgetv.'l!S,
but by selling 74 permits for lot 10
[which has only 31 spaces], Parking
Services could potentially make over
$4500 for 43 spots that don't exist.
Remember, that is just for P 10.
Some argue that college students are
too lazy. I asked a few people why they

Letters to the Editor
Please type your letter, restricting it to

1

250 "ords Include you r full name.
signature and telephone number for
verification. We reserve the right not to
publish letters. and all printed material is
subject to editing. Letters must be received
by Tuesday at 3 pm. to be published in

tl1e following Thursday issue.

Send letters to:
The Easterner
EWU, Hargreaves# I 19
Cheney, WA 99004

Disclaimer
• The Easterner provides a forum fo r
our readers to express their opinions and

co ncerns. Leners-to-the-editor as \\CII as
adveniscments do not nt!cessaril) rcllecL
the opinions or· 1he Easterner staff o r
EWU.

_ _j
didn't just park for free in P 12, and they
all replied the same: "it's too far to
walk." So what if fifteen minutes spent
looking for a parking spot is more desirable than a ten-minute walk? As
Americans, it's our right, no, our duty,
to drive three blocks to 7-11 just because "we can!"
What it comes down to is that if
you paid for a permit, you have a right
to a parking spot.
Where does Parking Services get off
at selling permits to imaginary spaces?
There is currently no committee to
make parking decisions. While Parking Services needs to be [and is] selfsupporting, they receive "guidance"
from and comply with the school administration. Ah, bureaucracy. If

ASE WU is integrated into the upcoming parking committee we might see
improvements based on srudent suggestions. For now, however, the Parking
Services Empire is in control.
McClenahan said that some of the
staff members have been waitlisted for
Pl forover eight years. So? Students at
some schools pay $200 or more to entera "parking lottery" for a permit. Well
too bad for them! Sure, there are alternatives to dtiving, such as taking the bus,
carpooling, hang-gliding ... but are we
going to give up our Constitutional
Right to waste natural resources and fatten up like milk-fed veal? Hell no, we're
going to jump in our cars and proudly
dtive to class every day- even if we live
on campus. Why? Be<:ause we can!
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Life is like a box of ... TV com mercials? Freedom of speech
A reporter speaks out against the American brainwahing industry
clashes with religious
freedom i n EWU mall
Seth Swift

Reporter

If you own a TV and watch it for
at least ten minutes a day you 've seen
them. They pervade you r life, invade
your head, and microwave what little
sense of individuality you have left
after being brought up in the American education system. They are one
of the radioactive byproducts of the
"great" institutions of capitalism and
commercialism. They are, in all reality, a hypnotic force not easily ignored.
I'm talking about the mindless
commercials am idst all the mindless
shows on TV in general.
It was Kurt Vonnegut Jr. who
stated it best when he wrote, "Life is
like one long commercial.•· What that
essentially means is that commercials
are everywhere. You know that catchy
jingle that you can't get out of your
head, that phrase you automatically
associate with a product line named
after an ancient Greek goddess of victory, the symbol that is so universal
you don't even notice its presence
anymore? 10 times out of 10 they are
a direct result of the massive commercial industry who, if the funding companies cut their marketing budgets in
half, could feed the whole continent
of Africa and a majority of Southwest
ASia.
In this day and age, brainwashes, I
mean commercials, really do make the
world go round. The overall impact
that commercials have on our lives is
immeasurable; their presence is that
large. The main purpose they serve is
to trivialize our lives and the issues of
the world at large. A commercial's
whole intent is to make us believe that
v.·e cannot live without the product
being sold, that we must have 1t at almost any expense, that we are missing out on the world if we do not own
and use their product.
Take the Paxil pill commercial,
which is for shy people, as an example. It starts with a woman holding her head in an office full of bustling people as if she were experiencing the onset of a migraine. The colors all around her are dulled and grayish. "Do social situations make yo u
nervous? Do you feel like everyone
is laughing at you behind your back?
Have you ever wet yourself amidst a
crowd of bustling people in a busy
train station because someone looked
in your direction? Do you feel your
shyness holds you back from making progress in this progress-oriented
world?
"Well, then we have the cure for
you. Ask your doctor if Paxil is right
for you. Make sure you inform him

of any other medication that you may
be on before taking the prescription. "
Then the announcer says in the low,
fast cadence of an auctioneer, "May
cause diarrhea, vomiting, bladder infections, blindness, deafness, complete
loss of all cognitive ability, loss of feeling in the right arm, total heart failure, tooth loss, and, in rare cases, OS·
teoporosis and color blindness."
The lady, however, at least looks
happy and healthy in the last images of the commercial, and the gray
colors are all gone from her office
setting. In my case, I just drink a few
beers. Then I don't care about,
much less notice, the people bustling about the train station or office. Before risking your life with
Paxil, I would recommend giving
beer a chance.
Since it is that time of the year
again, political campaign ads should
be addressed as well. Political and
campaign commercials are a different
breed of commercials altogether.
Their main objective is to come as
close as possible to misstating rival
candidate's positions and slandering
the candidate's name as much as is allowable under the legal letter of the
law without actually breaking any
laws.
For example, take a look at this
stolen commercial manuscript of one
of Mary Can Twell's rivals. "Mary
Can Twell is a fascist birch. She says
she is for senior rights, but her voting record in congress shows otherwise. In I 997, she voted to have her
own mother put to death by voting
for euthanasia, and she voted to raise
taxes on sen iors who arc older than
120 years of age by an average of
720%. Sl-ie also voted, in that very
same year, to make male prostitution
legal so a friend of a friend of a
friend's son could get out of jail. So
who exactly is Can Twell representing? Not us. Just know that Mary's
record shows that she can't do anything well for you, and vote for Bob
Hitler Johnson, republican, in this
coming election. Bob Johnson, the
peoples' person."
Another example of these vast
right wing conspiracy campaign commercials is one you may have seen . It
deals with a democrat I will refer to
as Bob Reefe. Audible during the
whole ad, a hokey rendition of carnival music is present. "What is Bob
Reefe doing in Eastern Washington?
He is running for a representative
position in the Washington State congress. But where is he from? Not Eastern Washington, that's fo r sure. In
fact, he has never Jived here. He has
spent his whole life shuttling back and
fo rth between Seattle and Washing-

ton D.C. In fact, the nearest Bob Reefe
has ever lived here is Idaho. So what
is Bob Reefe doing in Eastern Washington? Why don't you call this number and ask him yourself?"
This commercial is actually very
funny when it's taken in the right context. One can tell that Bob's opponents
are running scared, because they don't
state any of his positions. They don't
even come near to touching them,
probably for fear of letting people
know he is a better candidate than
anyone they've put forth so far. For
all we know, Bob has a better grasp
on the social situations and issues of
Eastern Washington than even Governor Locke himself- which wouldn't
take much.
Commercials are designed to sell
things, be they abstract ideas, pills,
shoes, soda, or anything else someone
has found a way to make a profit by
selling. For the most part, the true
purpose of a commercial is to brainwash people well enough to sell them
something that they can do just fine
without. Commercials combine a
hypnotic stream of flashing images
that, many times, have absolutely
nothing to do with the product being
marketed. One rarely sees ads trying
to trick people into buying fingernail
clippers or keg cups, because those are
the absolute necessities in life. Instead,
commercials work to trick people into
buying a super turbo, jacked up, eighteen-door minivan with infrared optional windshields, and high-powered
industnal sized nasal spray designed
to jettison your brain out of your ears
and clear your sinuses.
Remember this the ne>,'t time you
go to the supermarket. The more
brand names you buy, th e more you
are paying a bunch of people who sit
around a table figuring out how to do
a better job of brainwashing you,
which means you are actually paying
people to brainwash you. Remember
this the next time you vote. If you are
voting on the basis of TV ads, or any
ad for that matter, slamming or endorsing one particular candidate, you
are probably voting for the person
who had more money to use to brainwash you into thinking they are the
right person for the position. This
means you probably voted for the
wrong person.
The best thing to do is to remember chat we as a people can't let commercialism tell us what to think or
what to be, because then we are exactly in the position that our government wants us to be. That is, dumbed
down enough to let them work like
they want to work without raking
into consideration the power of the
people.

Writer appeals to communtity for change
Anyone actually living in today's
society should know that society is
a microcosm of religious diversity.
I walked past him as he was say- We, as people of America, are Musing "You should get yourself right 1i m, Hindu, Taoist, Buddhist
with God. All of you are having sex, C hristian, Bahai, Jewish, Nativ;
doing drugs, etc.,etc." I shouted back and many other forms of religiou;
to him, "Are you saved? Make sure sects.
If it is the administration's belief
he saves you!" He responded by
shouting louder, falling back into his that Ch ri stianity should be pushed
religious pitch. He has been to thIS on the students of this campus unw illin gly, l feel the administration
campus before.
Today, October 4, there was a should also seek out all of those sects
guy whom I see on campus at least of religion I mentioned above. I feel
on a weekly basis every quarter. His they should also ask representatives
from each sect to
sole job seems to
come to campus
be to find the lost
and recruit and
souls and timid
convert all of us
When I first came to
students on camsinners and heapus and attempt
this university, I
thens.
to convert, or perassumed it to be a
If it is not the
haps recruit them
college campus, not
administration's
into Christianity.
idea Lo push reliWhen I fi rst
a church. I am now
gion, we should
came co this unirevising my beliefs.
have all of these
versity, I assumed
fanatic individuit to be a college
als banned from
camp us, not a
church. I am now revising my be- campus. Many would counter this
liefs. I am a sp iritual person and with the matter of freedom of
speech. I would say, however, with
have my own religious beliefs. I feel
my belief in God is very important the fo llowing question: would the
to my spiritual happiness and under- administration allow the Ku Klux
standing of life and its obstacles. Klan to speak openly on campus?
However, l do not attempt to, at any Would the administration allow
given time, ram my religious beliefs other subversive groups to come to
down someone's throat! When I pay campus and stand behind the Pence
my fees each quarter to attend this Union Building and start screaming,
university, it is not my intention to or should I say practice their right
support a roaming band of religious of opinion? I do n ot believe so.
zealots. It is not my desire to have Therefore, it s h o uld be the
Christiarnty thrown at me from the administration's duty to send the
mouth of a fanatic! That is what I campus police to disperse these un·
see these individuals as and I am cer- lawful exhibitions. An exhibition is
tain, from the responses garnered exactly what these encounters are to
from other students, I am not alone
me. If they were a traveling circus
in my opinion. Another student and from Earth to another planet, we
I were discussing our mutual disgust would surely have individuals like
about this situat ion while passing by him as the ringleader. I can only
this human advertisement.
fathom if the beings from that world
Should we students and faculty would feel entertained. Maybe if we
all assume that because we live in threw in some popcorn, peanuts and
America, we are all Christians and soda, they wo uld have a splendid
that is the way it is? I think not.
time.
Eugene Purnell III

Reporter

,, Quote of the Day''
"Life is always walking up and saying
'Come on in, the livings's fine', and what do
we do? Back off and take its picture."

-- Russell Baker
American Joumalist
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[n]Easterner Music Reviews!EJI

Blue Meanies: The Post Wave
Nick Nash
Reporter

The Blue Meanies are a punk band ... sometimes. And a
ska band ... sometimes. This seven-piece Chicago based group
has been around for nearly a decade and is known for its onstage
ferocity as well as its genre-bending albums. During this time,
the band has put out six full albums on independent labels, and
an enormous collection of smaller releases including: singles [CD
and vinyl], compilation appearances, soundtracks, and even an
occasional movie appearance. All of this activity has created an
enormous pool of material, as well as a devoted cult fan base that
is ready to track down the band's releases and follow them on
tour.

The Blue Meanies' newest and seventh full album "The
Post Wave" is their major label debut on MCA, and in the words
of the band's lead singer Billy Spunke "doesn't sound like anything out there right now."
Using the resources available under a major label, the
Meanies incorporated their earuer garage-punk sound that included
the twisted addition of a saxophone, trumpet, and organ to the

•
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standard guitar, bass, and drums with the influence of producer
Phi.I Nicolo [Urge Overkill, Cypress Hill] to create a slower, more
melodic style that can only be labeled "Post Wave." Although t~e
Blue Meanies have slowed things down a bit, they still marntarn
an incredible range of sound - being able to jump from srnughtforward punk on tracks such as "All the Same," to the h1llb1llythrash sound of "Mama Getting' High on Chardonnay," to ska
on tracks like "TV Girl."
Lyrically, this album is punk in both deliveryandcontenL
'Spunke, who claims "I had only one goal with this record, and
that was to actually sing" and is known for performing his vocals
through a megaphone, has a voice and style so mew here between
Johnny Rotten of the Sex Pistols and Jello Biafra of the Dead
Kennedys. In content, the lyrics center largely around social criticism, such as in the song" All the Same" which deals with race
relations "The blacks stepped off the Central/The whites all stood
and stared/The school yard lay in silence/The sound of being
scared... " and "Chemicals," which is dedicated to "Red No. 5,
ozone holes, and asbestos," as well as many other products of
modern culture: "All the food and the air and the river streams/
been soi.led by technology/packaged in barrels - delivered in cans/
liquids are seeping into the land."
"The Post Wave" has no particular weaknesses, although
if you are not a fan of the Sex Pistols or the Dead Kennedys
Spunke's delivery and voice [which is constant throughout the
album] could become trying after a few tracks. The first seven
song, are the strength of this album, with track nine ["Lose Your

See Meanies Pagel 0

Welcomes EWU Students
& Faculty & Staff
Office 535-1 169
Fax
535-0122

Of Eastern Washington and Northern Idaho
We provide a regular Internet account with a international ISP (SISNA) (it is
covered by your tech fee so there is no extra cost to you . All you need to do
is activate your account to use it.). That means you can connect to the Internet
on campus, ofT campus or from home. Your account includes en hanced email
and 25 megs of web space. We have thousands of local dial up numbers around
the world. You can find the list at http://www.sisna.com/dialuplocations.asp.
There is no additional cost for this service, it has been paid for by the tech fee.
You can check with the ASEWU office to find out what else the tech fee is being
used for.
If you do not have a computer you can still use your accou nt from th e labs or any
other internet connected computer that you have access to . You will be ab le to
send and receive e-mail and create your own web site.
Students who have paid the tech fee can activate their account and receive their
Username, Password, and Software at the computer labs at the Pub & Riverpoint
or from our Spokane office. To activate your account go to www.asisna.com/
eagles.
We have put in a special modem pool fo r the EWU accounts, please be sure to
use this number, 321-0411. If you have any problems please ca ll our office.
HOW TO CHECK YOUR EMAIL OVER A
BROWSER - WEBBASED MESSAGING!!

All Sisna users have the ability to read and send mail on a browser anywhere in
the world. What this means is you no longer have to use a mail program (Netscape
Mail, Outlook Express. Eudora) to view and send mail. The advantage of this is
if you are on a business trip out of state and do not have the ability to log into a
sisna modem at your local franchise, simp ly go to any browser (Netscape, Internet
Explorer) and view your mail. A Isa, instead of changing your friends' settings on
their computer to get your mail, now simply go to any browser to view, reply,

Toi I Free
1-888-824-9781
After Hours
1-888-430-7896
Spokane Dial up 321-041 I
For more info check out http://www.asisna.com/ea2les

and send mail from yo ur account.
Example http://mail.sisna.com
enter yo ur username and password
Cl ick Login, then on Continue
Click on read mail. You then have the option to repl y, forward, or delete the
mail. You can see the mail size for each message by clicking on mail summary.
Please always log off the server properly by clicking on logoff. Remember you
are reading the mail directly off th e se rver. If you do not delete your messages,
you will still be able to download them to your computer at home when you
login with your normal mail program (Netscape Mail. Outlook Express, Eudora)
HOW TO CHANGE YOUR DIAL UP NUMBER

Windows 95/98
Double click on "My Computer"
Double click on "Dial -up Networking"
Using you r right mou se button, click on "SISNA "
Using your left mouse button click on "Propenies"
Change the "Telephone" number to 509-321-0411
Click "OK"
For Windows 3.1 , Windows NT. and Macintosh please call Sisna Tech Suppon
if you need help changi ng the Dial-Up number.
YOUR PERSONAL WEB SITE INFORMATION
YOUR URL:
http://users.eag les.sisna.com/username
FTP HOST:
flp.sisna.com
INITIAL REMOTE DIRECTORY: /eagles-uscrslusernamc
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EWU Cadets compete in Moscow; Idaho that is
Zan Ianouette
Fask..111tTI..m11nh1lcr

The prerequisite may be adrenaline, but the
driving force behind Eastern 's ROTC program
1s discipline and perseverance. The EWU
cadets were out to prove just that, at the
Ranger Challenge held at the University of
Idaho this pa t weekend.
'The Ranger Challenge i like the Big Sky
Conference for ROTC," said Major Rich. head
of the ROTC progran1.
The Ranger Challenge consisted of a
combination of events that tested the cadets·
military abilities.
Eastern's cadets were up by 5:30 Sunday
morning and ready to face the competition
of Gonzaga, Wazzu, and Idaho by7:00 am.
Eastern brought four teams to Moscow. The
Red team, captained by the Easterner's very
own Steven J. Barry, was EWU's only men's
team , finished in fourth place in the
competition.
The Gold team, led by sophomore Sheila
King , last year 's
Coed champion ,
finished second,
behind WSU.
ln a change
from
pervious
years,
the
overabundance of
freshmen allowed
for enough bodies
to make up the two
remaining teams.
Matt Mosebach
was rn charge of
the Blue team and
Charles Lassiter
was in c harge of
~Colonel Green
the Green team.
" A s part of
ROTC 101, 'Intro to Leadership ,' all the
freshmen are part of the challenge, but not

~ Troy

bridge.

for the competition. The purpose then is to teams," said Rich.
"It [the Ranger Challenge] resulted in
promote team building at the beginning of
the qu arter. It gives them a common everyone having a fun time and after seeing
reference point from which to relate to each the result of the hard training, I was happy
with
the
other and
overall
challenge1r
effort." said
they've
Rich.
experienced."
The
said MaJor
events
Rich.
began with
"The
an Army
teams will
Physical
do well due
Fitness Test
to
the
(A PFT).
tr a ining
T
w
o
we 've done.
minutes of
We
[the
push- ups,
men 's team]
two minutes
are finally a
of sit- ups,
match for
and then a
our rivals , ~ Andrew Rowles recieves encouragement
two-mile
Gonzaga .
from Major Rich during the push-up portion of
run.
Our coed
The four
team is the the PT Test Comptetion.
EWUteams
defending champs and intend to then rotated through the following events .
The ftrst was a grenade throw, in which the
stay that way," sa id Jaso n
Shuhz, Senior Challenge object was for team members to throw three
Commander, prior to th e grenades at a five-meter circular target placed
festivities.
35 meters away.
Next, the one rope bridge competition ,
Despite Shultz optimism. only
Eastern 's Gold team was able to where teams had to construct the bridge
place.
between two set points. getting aJJ nine of
"We weren't concerned about their teammates across, and then
prizes. trophies, and places. The disassembling the bridge in the fastest time
importance was teamwork,·· said possible.
Sgt.
Tamngin ,
NonThe final event was a 6.2-rnile road march.
Commissioned Officer In Charge Each cadet in the march was loaded down with
(NCOIC).
a thirty-pound backpack, load-bearing
"There were new rules and equipment and a rifle, which competitors had
we did new thing with th e to break down, then reassemble trying to
freshmen, so we didn't do as achieve the fastest time.
welJ as last year, but the
"The road march will be the toughest event
motivation and attitude of the freshmen was by far," Shultz predicted.
like a wonderful virus that infected our other
Schultz assessment was on target, as one

Shutt crusin' along on the rope

~

Senior Challenge Commander
Jason Schultz (middle) .

cadet had to be hospitalized after a serious
case of dehydration and other cadets were
near collapse. Many of the cadets took on
their fellow team member's backpacks and
equipment to ensure everyone wa able to
finish the race.
··we did our best and everyone out
there, in my opi ni on. went above and
beyond to improve. They tried to do their
fair share of the work and to help the team
out. It hurts to lose, but everyone of •
Eastern's cadets left a winner," said
Tamngin.
"Focus is what holds a team together. You
can't win [by yourself] in the Army. You
don ' t work as an individual. You pull
together and use teamwork. The priority is
th e well being and welfare of your team
members above your own. It 's all about
se lfless service."

~ ' - - - - - ' - - ~ - _ _ . -.............e.;;;..:.

~ The

Red team prepares for the
Rope Bridge event.

~Reaching the otherside; Troy
Shutt gets a little help from
teammates.
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Everclear! Live from EWU Pavilion

Photo !,og: §e»ten:m« 28, 2000
1. ArtAle:xakis
2. ArtJamming Onstage.
3. Craig Montoya hangs out backstage
beforetheshow.
4. Former Nirvana bassist KristNovoselic
has a few words for the large crowd
5. Easterner's onlineeditorJohn
lichorobiec chills with Art backstage after
theshow.
6. Art fires up the raucous fans durlng
Bverclear's performance.
7. Look at Art's tattoos.
8, CraigMontoya belts out another
Everclear favorite.
All photos counesy of Maggie Miller/Easten,e,•
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Adventures in tailgate 'partying'
Inclement weather, misleading advertising, two governors, and largest crowd ever
activities. The first activity that I found was the Iishments I did not hesitate to pay that elevated price.
With the heavily advenised tailgate parry a strong disbar. Let me get this correct: easily accessible beer
appointment, I settled in for the game. The first half was
and wine amidst a crowd that is 80% underage?
The biggest football rt\'.1lry game of the year, the gowrnors of
After looking and walking for several more exciting and more than made up for the pregame lack of
1'1ontana and Washington and two bands going at it like their school"s minutes, the group that I was with chose to enter the activity. The marching bands both performed and impressed
pride was on the line. Sounds like there could be no better co mbination tightly controlled stadium and find a prime seat in many in the crowd, but it was at this point that I needed to_
for J Friday night pep rally and a Saturday football game, right?
the Eastern student section. This task accomplished , get more food into my system and started back to Cheney.
Truth in advertising, or just complete disclosure
Mother nature allowed for a little more challenge ,vith lower than l went to look for reasonably priced food and finally
normal temperatures, moderate wind and some light rain.
purchased a pretzel for $1.75 and a pop for $2.00, of faces, would have made for a much more enjoyable
. Eastern fans_".·ill still show up, right? Flyers appeared around campus knowing this food was fresh and presented better experience not only for me bur also for the many who
outlining the acm·rnes that would be .rn·aiting the faithful fans that dro"e 10 than any food from un-named Eastern food estab- expected free food.
Joe Albi Stadium. A police escort, free busses if you did not want to drive,
E\X'U tailgate p,lrt)' with li,·e music, food, and student and .,lumni compelltlons.
RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES
TUITION FINANCING
\X'ith all this to offer, l bra\'ed the ram to jo in the cara\'an that was
scheduled to leo\'e at 2:15 according to the flyers.1'l y first clue that the
flyers were not accurate is when a group of my friends waited from 2:15
until 3:30 when the caravan finally left amid a flurry o f honking horns
and pent up eagle spirit. The police escort was exactlv ss described and
one of the highlights of the pre-game activities.
·
When the cara,·an arri,·ed at the stadium , the first thing to greet the
group of students ,ns the fact that once you entered the stadium you could
not lea\"e for an,• reason. \X' hen the group walked around to the tailgate
party one thought w,is shooting through the crowd , the food w.1s not free
· no big deal if the flyers would ha\'C had a price on them for the "free
tailgate party" food.
The group split and went in two different directio ns looking for

Brian Nollete Jr.
Reporter

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this.

TIAA-CREF has delivered 1mpress1ve results like these
by combining two disopl1ned investment strategies.

CREF GROWTH ACCOUNT 3

In our CREF Growth Account, one of many CREF variable annu1t1es, we combine active management with
enhanced indexing. With two strategies, we have
two ways to seek out performance opportunit1eshelp1ng to make your investments work twice as hard.

26.70%27.87%26.60"-

EXPENSE RATIO This approach also allows
>----------< us to adapt our investments

Combine this team approach with our low expenses
and you'll see how TIAA-CREF sta nds apart from
the compet1t1on. Call and find out how TIAA-CREF
can work for you today and tomorrow.

OH GAOWTH

IHOUSnY
AYE!AGE

to different market
conditions, which 1s
1
2,0'J'kl especially important during
'-----'------' volatile economic times.
ACCOUIIT

0.32~

I YEAR
AS Of &J<YOO

S YEARS

SI NCE INCEPTION

&JC/00

4119194

Meanies: This Septumvirate no throwaway vote
Mind"] being the only real highlight out of rhe last six tracks. However, even the
songs that do not stick out are done well enough to make them a vital part of the
"Post Wave" experience. If you are a fan of older punk or rough ska looking for
something new and different, this album is well wonh your time.
The Blue Meanies are touring to suppon "The Post Wave," but mostly in
Chicago with a few stops on the East Coast and in the Midwest. They are,
however, collectively running for president[s?] as candidates for the" Anger and
Fear Party." In their own words: "We wholeheartedly believe that seven presidents can tell more lies than just one."
So there are other options if you want to see the Blue Meanies, but will
not be within their tour range. For more information or campaign updates, visit
their worldwide voter information center at www.bluemeanies.com.

ii

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

fo, more complele info,mauon on our secu1111es produc1s, please call 1 BOO 842 27
befo,e you Inves1 1. TIAA-CREF expenses reflect lhe waiver of a portion of lhe / 3·~~1. S509, lo reques1 prospe<tuses Read them carefully
1, 2003 2. Source Mom1ng,Iar, Inc 6130/00, tracking 939 dverage lar Ha
un in~tment management fee, guaran1eed unul July
securiIIes products' perfo,mance today may be less than shown above y9he P growth annuity funds. 3. Due to current market vofat1hty, our
past perf0<mance and are no11ndKat!Vt' of future rates o( return These ret~~n7!~':"~results shown f0< CREF Growth vanable annuity reflect
10 the shares you own may be more o, less 1han Iheir o, Ig,nal price upon redem _t value of the principal you have invested win fluctuate,
d1stnbutes the CRH and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities , Teachers Persix!i"~n 'TIAA-CREF lnd1v,dual and lnst1tut1011al Serv,ces. Inc
va11able annuity component, mutual funds and tuition sav,ng, agr~ments • TIAAn-e st00 Serv,ce-;, Inc. distnbute-; the Personal Annuities
insurance and annuilie'i • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB prOV1des trusl serv,
• and TIAA-CREF lJfe Insurance Co, New Y0<k, NY, ,s~
valut and are not bank guaranteed. 0 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/0 3
ces Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose
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Poetry reading:
Maxine Boston
on living a life

11

~er communities. Others, such as the eccentric Leonard Brooker,
are more determined to stay true to their original ideals.
Van Winckel said she placed her commune in a specific part
ofMetalineFallsneartheColumbiaRiver"solcouldincludesome
osprey."
Herreasoningmakesperfecrsenseintheconrextofthebook.
MuchliketheworksofMargaretAtwood,CharlesdeLlnt,orGabriel
Garcia-Marquez, "Curtain Creek Farm" con=itratesupon ordinary
things in life that often get taken for granted and makes them seem
strange, magical, and quietly surreal Cougars, osprey, v,eb designers,
and poachers all exist in •~er-than-life reality just similar enough to
our own to seem familiar.
The events of the book mostly take place in the Inland Northwest. Van Winckel uses her knowledge of the area and local folklore
very effectively- making Eastern Washington seem as unusual as
Brian Triplett
Copy Editor
the imaginary Alaska of the television series "Northern Exposure."
Downtown Spokane becomes almost mythical as a woman
named Geneva observes "Spokane was a city of no pretenses. No
. On Tuesday, October\ Maxine Boston gave an informal
one, thank God, had tried to save its downtown yet. Its ugly heart
reading of some of her autobiographical
· p
poetry m atterson Hall
still beat wildly, and bankers still snubbed the hobos just off the
room 153. Those who attended were enco
d
k
.
d d'
h
urage to as questions
freight trains from Portland or Great Falls. Green-haired, safety-pinan iscuss t e poems she read. The works she selected covered a
lipped teenagers skateboarded down the center of First Avenue,
broad
range
of
topics
from
musings
about
g
·
Id
h
. h'
.
.
.
rowing o er, to er
where old lady shoppers, crossing the street, gave them a wide berth.
re Iat:1ons · 1ps
with
the
men
m
her
life
to
vivid
d
·
·
f
'al
al
.
,
escnpuons o soci
Buses chugged and burped a foul smoke, and no one cared It was,
and poIi tic changes durmg the Sixties and Seventies.
as Russell often said, 'a whatever kind of place."'
.
My f!vonte poem was a meditation about death called "askThe geruus of Van Winckel's writing comes through woning, _asking. In the poem, she uses simple, evocative language that
derfully in that passage. On one extremely literal level, that is a
reffil_nds me of Pablo Neruda's robust metaphors and the aesthetic
brutally accurate description of that section of downtown Spokane.
sens1b1l1t1es of Emily Dickinson. Here are some of her thoughts
On another level, it is almost romantic. On a third level, it is simulabout shedding the
taneously whimsical and ironic. This is a glimpse of Spokane as it
mortal coil:
might have been seen through the eyes ofltalian film director Frederico
"I ponder it
Fellini. Somehow, even STA buses manage to seem more impressince life seems to be
sive when they are described by Van Wmckel'scharacters.
a teacup/balanced on
Each story is told from the perspective of a different woman
the edge of a table
who lives on the farm. This allows the readerto see several of the
anyway/ and Eddy,
recurring characters from multiple points of view: It also allows
Virgil and Bobby/
recurring themes, such as the death of a woman named Lila to be
who wrote me letters
expanded and developed in incredibly interesting and believable
The nation's leader in college
during the war/no
ways.
longer communicate
marketing is seeking an
Van Winckel balances the humorous and the tragic with ease
with me/but Eddy's
throughout the stories in "Curtain Creek Farm." Flying Elvis imenergetic, entrepreneurial
won:lsstillecho,II'm
personators coexist easily with a woman slowly dying from
student for the position of
afraid, I'm afraid to
Alzheimer's disease. In the story "Immunity," the elaborate science
die,/ but he did,
fiction world inside tl,e mind of a boy named Wade provides decampus rep.
didn't he?"
lightfully absurd contrast to the yearning of the twelve-year-old girl
named Ivy who has a crush on him.
• Great e.irnings
Van Winckel also offers the
readerssurprisesateverytum. Don,
• Sci your own hours
BICYCLE TIME!
the stereotypical redneck, quotes Rob• Part-time
ert Fro.st. The "crazy" hermit Leonard,
• No sales involved
who talks like a deranged Old Testament prophet, comes home from
• 5- JO hours per week
long nights working in a bakery and
selflessly chops firewood for all his
SUN SCOOTERS S95
American Passage Media. Inc.
neighbors.
The book ends with an outraPre-Owned Bicycles
Campus Rep Program
geous, yet poignant story about an
with
Warranties
Scallle, WA
Elvis impersonator who loses one of
Monday-Wednesday-Friday
Brian Triplett
Noon--4 .OOp m
his feet after an accident during a strange Elvis look-alike
CopyE<iuor
Sa1urday 9:00a.m.-4:00p.m
contest. As the story ends, most of the characters seen
10 N. 7th, Cheney
earlier in the book watch with amazement and delight
I will never see Metaline Falls the same way again.
236-4676
as the Flying Elvi [Elvis, plural]sky dive out of a plane
On
Wednesday,
October
4,
award-winning
campusrep@youthstream.com
author Nance Van Winckel read one of the stories above the farm.
Van Winckelsaid "I wanted to have a b,g ending
fromhernewbook "G.utain CreekFarm" Wmckel's
... that was a celebration, and yet sad at the same time."
latest work is a collection of interrelated short stoSTUDENTS NEEDED FOR JUNGLE LAW COMPUTER GAME PROJECT
Her plan worked perfectly. I highly recommend
ries about residents of a fictional commune in norththisbook. "CurtainCreekFarm"andseveralof ance
ern Washington.
Van Winckel's other books are available in the EWU
ANIMATORS, 30 GRAPHICS. 20 COLORlSTS, 30 COMPOSITORS
Loosely based on Tolstoy Farm, which lies
campus bookstore.
west of Cheney, the Curtain Creek commune is the
If her earlier works are this good, l know where
CONTACT: HERMAN FRANCK, ESQ. KIT MEDIA CO.
home of three generations of self-proclaimed anI'm spending my first Easterner paycheck.
Nance Van Wmckel has won awan:lsand grants,
The aging hippies who originally founded
TEL. 509.838.6449/FAX 509 747.4271
the community now have grandchildren, cottage including a National Endowment for the Am fellowindustries, and a web site. Some residents have ship and the Paterson fiction prize for her book "Quake."
FRAJ\C.:KHERMAN@CS,COM WWW.filTMEDJA.J\E_!
compromised and taken jobs in Spokane orother She also teaches creati"' writing classes here at EWU.

"It is the evening of my life, yet
my sunset seems to linger"

•

This poem is a beautiful paradox. It is simultaneously distant
and intimate, sparse and vivid Boston describes life as a fragile and
pl12Zling thing- comparing it to broken spider webs and flower petals.
Her musings about a catholic funeral and the afterlife provide a springboard for rhetorical questions that all of us must ask ourselves sooner or
later. How should we deal with losing loved ones? What happens
when we die? Do our lives hold some kind of higher purpose? What
exaa.lyissin, anyway?
Maxine avoids offering us any concrete answers. However, she
certainly can make the process of asking the right questions intriguing in
passages such as: "... death is an evergreen/ planted over a shallow
grave/ near water, so the spirit can drink-/ and that's how it is, isn't it?"
Boston says she "has a PhD in life." This isn't an idle boast. The
57-yearold poet was married and divorced twice. She has seven sons and
two daughters she raised by herself while working in low paying jobs.
Maxine put herself through college- graduating from Eastern with her
bachelor's degree at the same time as her daughter Brenda.
As a child during the Great Depression, she was adopted by a
couple who might best be described as "swingers." Her adoptive father
held orgies, and he intended to make Maxine his "concubine" when she
got older. He died without fulfilling this pledge, but this understandably
created a strained relationship between Maxine and her adoptive mother.
Boston found her natural parents when she was eighteen.
Her real mother and father were Irish Catholics who simply couldn't
afford to raise the three sons tbey already had (two of them were
living in an orphanage when she was born], so an aunt and uncle
arranged her adoption. By the time she was reunited with her
parents as an adult, they had raised a huge family. Boston suddenly
had brothers and sisters.
When asked how she felt about being adopted, Maxine said "I
was just happy to find out I was Irish." She explained that she had
always felt an affinity for the Irish people in her community, so the
revelations about her origins gave her the blessing of an extended family
and a stronger sense of cultural identity
Reflecting upon all the hardships she has faced in life,
Boston said "I always found something to make myself laugh."
This seems to be a defining element of Maxine Boston's life. Her
sense of bum or allows herto find the absurdities in the human experience and exploit them brilliantly. She is a highly entertaining speaker and
a wonderful storyteller. Her wit filters into her more serious poetry in the
forn1 of subtle irony that can make deceptively plain language haunting.
Maxine Boston's reading was sponsored by the Women's
Studies Program. They are planning to schedule events for every
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday this quarter. For more information, call the Women's Center at 359-2847 or pick up one oftheir
flyers around campus.

Van Winckel:
Northwest-Straight up

800.487.2434 Ext.4652
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Brightful returns, highlights of loss
Winless Montana
State up next for the
Eagles on Saturday
By Tom Fox
Sports&iztor

Eastern will face a new challenge this weekend when they square off with former head coach
Mike Kramer and the Montana State Bobcats in
Bozeman, Mont.

Last weekend the Eagles were riddled with
three crucial turnove rs, that eventually led to 21points for the pass potent Grizzlies, but this
week head coach Paul Wulff will attempt to hand
the Bobcats its fifth loss of the season.
Montana St. (0-4) have been defeated by
Humbolt State (23-14), Weber State (28-7), Cal
Poly (35-14) and last week we re thrashed 56-7 by
Idaho.
They will face Eastern which fell one spot
to 23 on the National Rankings fo r NCAA Division I-AA teams.
Eastern (2-1 in Big Sky play, 4-2 overall)
will test its former coach.
Kramer who was 37-32 in six years as Eastern returned to Montana St. this season to the

Last weekend the Eagles
rushed for a dismal 25 yards
from scrimmage.
;chool where he was an assistant coach on the
Bobcat's 1984 national championship team.
As head coach at Eastern, Kramer led the
Eagles to its best season ,n recent memory in
1997, when they advanced to the semi-finals of
the national championship tou rn ament.
That season Eastern lost to the eventual
national champion Youngstown State.
The Eagles haven't returned to the post
season tournament since.

But under first year head coach Wulff the
Eagles this season are vying for the Big Sky's
lone spot ,n the tournament.
They will need some help along the way if
a conference championship is in its future after
last "·eekend's loss to rival Montana.
The Grizzlies have won, the now called
George Gee Governor's Cup, five of the last six
years.
Montana has won the conference championship in each 1995, '96, '97, '98, '99 and this
season are attempting at another.

In tlm year's contest Eastern threatned
the defending champions for most of the game,
but were hobbled by crucial turnovers.
After the Eagles scored first in the first
quaner and then Montana offense fizzled after
three nonproductive downs and a punt, Eastern was quick to turn the ball over to Montana
on an interception at the Eastern JO.
Montana returned the ball to the four yard
lin e and quickly knotted up the score at seven,

w hen G rizzly running back
Ben Drinkwater scampered
into the endzone.
Another pinicle point
in the Montana victory came
w hen standout quarterback
Drew Miller hit the st reaking Tanner Hancock on a out
pattern for a 21-yard touchdown pass early in the second quaner.
The Miller-Hancock
conection tourtured the
Eagles for nine passes and
108 yards o n the day.
Th e strong-armed
Miller was quick to spread the
wealth with the rest o f the
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Montana receiving corps.
Montan,1's junior re•

ceiver Eru Molden hauld in
scoring passes of 32 and JOyards in the win.
Miller finished off another day at the office with
286 yards and three touchdown passes and one run-

-.::,

ning score.

Athough Montana
capitalized on turnovers and
beat Eastern with its passing strength the Eagles were
in the entire game and had
players step in ,rnd fill the
void when the iunning game
was stiffled by the Grizzly
defense.
Eastern
running
game was inexistent on Sat-

urday when they rushed fo r
a mear 25 yards on 29 carries.
Meanwhile
Montana's backs ran for 125
yards.
The lack of running
ablity caused the Eagles to
find playes from another
source.

And the source was
Kickoff returner Lamont
Brightful.
Brightful, this week's
Big sky Special Teams Player
of the Week, returned kickoffs for touchdowns from
99 and I00 yards in the loss.
"They were kicking the
ball away from me earlier in
the game, so when I did get
the ball, I had to make a
play," said the 1999 first team
All-Big Sky return specialist.
The returns for
touchdowns were Brightful's
third and founh on the year,
and the ninth the Eagles
have returned for scores in
the past four years.

Magg,eM

Teammates celebrate with wide receiver Joe Levens after one of his touchdown grabs.
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Volleyball season sways for the better
The Eagles continue their road
trip against two Montana Big Sky Confe:ence opponents&n bsp; starting
with MSU-Bozeman on Oct. 5 and
the University of Montana on Oct. 7.
Both matches start at 6 p.m. Pacific
time. Eastern split with both foes last
year winning their home matchesand
losing the contests on the road. The
Eagles are gearing up for two tough
matches as they try and establish a winning tradition on the road.
Senior Angie Hall is looking to
duplicate an outstanding road performance against the two teams from last
year6she had 38 total kills including a
then career high of 23 against Montana State. The Eagles carry a 6-7 overall and 3-3 Big Sky record into the remainder of this road trip. Their next
home match will be Oct. 13 against
Weber State at 7 p.m .
Eastern continues to dominate
the Big Sky Conference in hitting per-

centage as Robyn Son ju-Felder leads
the conference with .379. Senior Jennifer Gabel is in seventh place with .284.
As a team, the Eagles lead the conference in hitting with .242
Coach Benson on upcoming
opponents schedule doesnit get any
easier. MSU and Montana are really
tough at home so we are going to have
to continue to battle. MSU is very confident at home and Montana has a lot
of senior leadership this year. Weal
have to show some roughness this

week.
Coming off a stretch of five
sweeps over opponems,the Eagles
suffered I wo losses on the road. They
started the week takingcare of Gonzaga
3-0 in Spokane. The Eagles had ten
service aces including four by Janelle
Ruen.Setter Jessie Wright had 32 assists. Robyn Sonju-Felder had her
eighth match of hitting percentages
over .300.&nbsp;

Despite the loss, Angie Hall
registered a career high 25 kills and an
outstanding defensive performance
of 25 digs. The Eagles had a total of
87 kills and 115 digs. Both teams
struggled at the serving line with 11
service errors apiece. Sonju-Felder kept
up her dominance hitting .472 in the
match, making this the fifth time this
season she has hit over .400.&nbsp;
Next, the
Eagles traveled to Weber State
only to fall in another grueling match
1-3. Angie Hall again led the Eagles
with 19 kills and 22 digs, hitting .333
in the match. The Eagles had a dominant night at the net with 11.5 blocks.
Joene Heimbigner had two service aces for the Eagles.
Sonju-Felder is Player of the
Week for Sept. 18-23:
Bnan Smtth/Eastemer

.._ The Eagles hope 10 find success ronighr when /hey play

STER IN TEACHING
(MIT) PROGRAM
Get your master's degree and
teaching certification simultaneously!
• Master's degree with elementary or secondary
teaching certificate
• Full-time day program
• Year-long field experience in schools
• Placement rate of 85 percent last year
• Scholarships, grants and financial aid avai lable
• Multicultural field experience in Jan Term
• Starts mid-June

Information Night
October 16, 6:30-8 p.m.
Hawthorne Hall, Rm. 110
Call for reservations.
(509) 777-3769 or 1-800-929-6894
bsartell@whitworth.edu
www.whitworth.edu
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Eagle soccer team to challenge Carroll College
By Zan Lanm1ette
Sta/f\Vntr:r

The Eastern ladies soccerteam defeated Utah State last
Saturday. It was a game that remained close the entire first
half as an equal number of
shots were taken and saved by
both teams. The second half
started much the same, though
the fouls increased as the scoreless battle took its effect on the
players.
That changed, however,
in the 51" minute of the game,
as Jessica Fransen ain1ed and
scored in the upper right
middle net for the Eagles. The
rest of the game was played
tough and trne and in the end,
Eastern was victorious. 1-0..
"[ was very happy with
the win against Utah. The ladies worked very hard and
earned the win," said coach
Hageage.
The next day the soccer
gods were not so kind to the
Lady Eagles, facing off against
Montana, the Big Sky defendtng champs, the Eagles lost 30.

"I thought we dominated the first twenty or thirty
nunutes of the first half," said

li'ai.u JIDM liB ID u,>li1ooc+
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coach Hageage.
The Eagle's aggression
level was at an all time high.
They nearly matched Montana
shot for shot. By the end of
the first half, the score was 2-0,
but Eastern had 7 shots to
Montana's 10. Montana's Jodi
Cambell scored the first goal in
the 30'h minute of the game,
followed by Heather Olson's
goal in the 3 S'h minute.
Montana finished off
the scoring when Amy ScWattel
netted a shot in the 67'h minute
of the game.
"We' re playing better and
better every game. We played
shot for shot with Montana,
but were just a little unlucky,"
said junior forward, Deszeray
Dougherty.
While the end of the
game may have recorded a loss
on the scoreboard, the lady
Eagles know they' re taking
steps forward as a team.
"We are I 00% better
than we were last year. We
played an impressive passing
game against Montana and I'm
really happy with our progress
as a team. We are finally starting to work together," said senior midfielder, Keri Nichols.
"We never gave up. I'm

Eastern 's womens soccer team will be playing Carroll College al £WU on Oct. 8 at I p.m.
not happy with the end results
of our Montana game, but
we' re playing better each game.
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The hustle and the intensity
~re there and we're looking
forward to our Wednesday

game against Gonzaga. Perhaps
we'll get a little revenge for earlier,• said coach Hageage.

Thinking about Law School'!
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ATTEND THE
LAW FAIR!

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
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VOLLEYBALL
Tonight at Montana St. 6 p.m.
Oct. 7 at Montana,
6 p.m.
Oct. 13 Weber St.
at EWU_, 7 p.m.

SOCCER
OCt. 8 Carroll College at EWU, 1
p.m.
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-FOOTBALL
Oct. 7 at Montana
St., 12:35 p.m .
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Rea.sons

to use Eastern's Student Health Services

1

6

No co-poyments ever!

2

Wa(f i11

Yr, re/l!rr a /,

app r oval, or <.:a,fh

Coeur d'Alene 's Ultimate
College Cfubl
Featuring Fridays...

m.•,•ded 1

after cfass 01· WPrk!

Accessible health care seven aays a week!

8
Hun,Jre,Js of ,Jol(ars in care avai(af>le
at no additional cost!

Reach a medical professional
2.4 hours a dayl

g You can go bock

_.,,,/J .

time

Half off door admission before
11:00 pm with your college It>.

andtimeagain!

TVc~ 01ftcr pu&(ic J,four-,,, car tn· 51 ·1u1-ton tn· ""
.
.
, na sh'mgton pro, 1des
as man-y scr-v1ccs!
1

1
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Dance to todays newest
top 40 music!

Ages 18 and upl
4700 Se:tice We)' CdA ID (208) 676-9938

Someday,
you 'll {':'rA.dunt.e v it.h a t:e r~rly per fe ct CPA (th.t..._ 'w'Ould've b ee,. ::.:?mpleu:ly pe=fe ci.: if h 1,,1e!'e t .' t foi- thnt qu ;\rter you

th.Rt, b r illiruit.

sock puppet
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mill.1,ono for you , i.he apou ae.
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U :.e up vit h b a,.;s nf c:cish and t.he lP<; .;z:oe ~ t h rou .~ t.he ravf ;;.:i d

L e ta

t wo darling kids, arid the Cer mru:;. ~hephe=d-

But first,

you have to get
to class.
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The J TA r,u arter l y Pas s . J u st ~60. Call 32&-RI DE to get yours .
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CLASSIFIBDs

FOR SALE

JOB OPPORTUNITES
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES
CLUBS * STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $ 1,000-$2,000 this quarter with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238
or visit \Vww.campusrundraiscr.com.

Two-used Ektolon Fusion racquetball rackets origi?ally $159
each, $75 each or both for $125. Buy both and I will restring
each racket one time. One Wil on racquetball racket
originally $80, now $50. Improve your racquetball game with
professional rackets. Please call evening's 559-5831.

$1,000's WEEKLY!!
Stuff envelopes at home for $2.00 each plus bonuses.
FIT, PIT. Make $800+ weekly guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one stamp to: N-245, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025

Calling Cards
CHEAP Rates for international and U.S. calls.
Typical Rates:
USA-2.9 cents/min
Mexico-.08 cents/min
Moscow-.08 cents/min
lsrael-.06 cents/min

Social, non-conformist, witty, easy-going, creative.
Sound like you? Be the next Student Brand Manager
representing Red Bull on your campus this year. It
just might be the greatest experience you'll ever
have. For more info on Red Bull, check out
www.redbull.com . Then fax your resume to Brandie
Hardman (509) 472-5926 or e-mail Brandie at
Brandie.Hardman@redbull-US .com

BUY ONLINE FROM:
COGNIGEN CORPORATION AT
www.ld.net/'?tv

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·

Don't be Misled!
Cheney Travel made the A list
for Servicing state travelers .
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For friendly, competent,
lmowledgeable service, give us a
call. 23S-8417

©
Serving the community since 1978.
(Foe a completo liat of approved agcocies.

WATCH FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN BIG
PRIZES!!
Keep watching weekly to see how to get signed up
to WIN BIG!

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

pleaaolookat
www.ga.~.gov/pcalpcaooot btm)

